The transformation properties of hadron states and current operators under the SU(6)Walgebra of currents are reviewed. A transformation from current to constituent quark bases is introduced, and the algebraic properties of certain transformed current operators are abstracted from the free quark model. The resulting theory yields selection rules, relations among widths, and relative signs of amplitudes for both pion and real photon transitions among hadrons. The agreement with experiment found, especially for amplitude signs, lends strong support both to the proposed theory of current-induced-transition amplitudes and to the assignment of hadrons to constituent quark model multiplets.
INTRODUC TION
Someday, when we have a real theory of hadrons and their interactions, we will be able to calculate all the current-induced-transitions among them. That is, we will be able to calculate the matrix elements for the vector and axial-vector current induced processes: VP(x) + Hadron -Hadron' and Ap (x) + Hadron -Hadron'. At the particular point q2 = 0, if we were then willing to invoke the vector dominance hypothesis or the PCAC 'hypothesis, such amplitudes could be related to those for the purely hadronic processes p + Hadron -Hadron' and 7~ + Hadron -Hadron', respectively.
To find ourselves in this happy situation, even at q2 = 0, we must actually solve two problems at once. First, we must know the properties of currents -what symmetry properties do they possess, what are their commutation relations ? Second, we need to understand the structure of hadrons -what are their relations to one another, how are the currents flowing within them distributed ?
It is progress on these questions which has been most dramatic since the last conference in this series and which forms the principal subject of this talk, These two problems have been attacked by relating them -through a socalled "transformation between current and constituent quarks". The end result is a well-defined theory of vector and axial-vector transition matrix elements within the context of the quark model. We shall review the formulation of the theory and its application to pion and real photon decays of hadrons.
The agreement of the theory with experiment that we shall find lends support both to the theory of current-induced-transitions and to the quark model for hadron spectroscopy.
Particularly the success in predicting amplitude signs indicates that in a sense, not only do hadrons fall into recognizable quark model multiplets, but the relation between their wave functions is at least roughly given by the quark model as well.
-c.
CURRENTS AND QUARKS
In order to formulate a theory of current-induced-transitions among hadrons composed of quarks we need a group theoretic framework for labeling the states and operators involved.
For this purpose it is natural to turn to an algebra of charges formed by integrating weak and electromagnetic current densities over all space. We use currents because: (a) it is plausible to work to lowest order in the weak or electromagnetic interaction but to all orders in strong interactions; (b) the symmetries and commutation relations of such currents are relatively well understood; and (c) matrix elements of currents are measured in the laboratory, or if not, in cases of relevance to us they are related by the Partially Conserved Axial-Vector Current Hypothesis (PCAC) to pion amplitudes which are measured.
To start with, consider vector and axial-vector charges:
Qo(t) = Jd3x V; (2, t) Q;(t) = /d3x A;(?=, t) ,
where a! is an SU(3) index which runs from 1 to 8 and VF(z, t) and are the local vector and axial-vector current densities with measura matrix elements. The vector charges are just the generators of SU(3). These integrals over the time components of the current densities are assumed to satisfy the equal-time commutation relations proposed by GellMaIlIll [Qa (t), Q%,l
where fop' are the structure constants of SU(3). Sandwiched between nucleon states at infinite momentum, the last of Eqs. (2) gives rise to the Adler-Weisberger sum rule. 2 From this point on, we shall always be considering matrix elements to be taken between hadron states3 with pz -00.
For the purposes at hand we need a somewhat larger algebraic system then that provided by ,the measurable vector and axial-vector charges in Eqs. (l), which form the algebra of SU(3) x SU(3) according to Eqs. (2).4 To o&tam the larger algebra we adjoin to the integrals over all sece of V%(x, t) and A:(x, t), those of the tensor current densities T&,(X, t) and -2-T Ex (2, t). In the free quark model these charges have the form:
where q(x) is the Dirac (and SU(3)) spinor representing the quark field. When commuted using the free quark field commutation relations, these charges act algebraically like the product of SU(3) and Dirac matrices (ha/2) 1, (ho/Z) a,, @o/2) p ux, and @o/2) p (T respectively;5 The Dirac matrices p ox, p ay, and oz form the so-called & -spin. 6 They are invariant under boosts in the z direction and the corresponding charges are "goodqr, in the sense that they have finite (generally non-vanishing) matrix elements between states as pz -00. This makes them the correct set of charges to use to label states in terms of their internal quark spin components. If we let a! = 0 correspond to the SU(3) singlet representation (and ho be a multiple of the unit matrix), then Eqs. (3) consist of 36 charges which close under commutation. They act like an identity operator plus 35 other generators of an SU(6) algebra. We call this algebra the SU(6)Wof currents5 because of its origin.
QQ! and Qt then essentially4 form a chiral SU(3) x SU(3) subalgebra of this larger algebra.
Given such an algebra, we define the smallest representations of it (other than the singlet), the_6 and 6 representations, as the current quark (q) and current anti-quark (q) 'respectively.
We may build up all the larger representations of SU(6)Wout of these basic ones.
Can then real baryons be written as thr_ee current quarks,, and real mesons as current quark and anti-quark, qq, with internal angular momentum L, as in the constituent quark model7 used for hadron spectroscopy? While possible in principle, it is a disaster when compared with experiment. For it leads to gA = 5/3, zero anomalous magnetic moment of the nucleon, no electromagnetic transition from the nucleon to the 3-3 resonance (A), no decay of w to yn, etc. h/r, = Mo, etc.
It would also yield results for masses like MN = MA, The hadron states we see can not be simple in terms of current quarks. rents.
They must lie in mixed representations of the SU(6)Wof curWork in past years has shown directly that hadron states are quite complicated when viewed in terms of current algebra. 8
We may restate this complication in terms of the definition of an operator V for any hadron: I Hadron > = V I simpleor qs state of current quarks > = lsimpleor q< state of constituent quarks >
All the complication of real hadrons under the SU(6)Wof currents (i.e. , in terms of current quarks) has been swept into the operator V. On the other hand, real hadrons are supposed to be simple in terms of the "constituent quarks" used for spectroscopy purposes, as indicated by the second equality " in E4f (4). In other words, the transformation V connects the two simple descriptions in terms of current quarks and constituent quarks. 3 It is for this reason that it is sometimes called the 9ransformation from current to constituent quarks". lo, 11
Up to this point we. have only managed to restate the problem via Eq. (4). But as often happens, phrasing the problem right is a major way toward the solution.
For what we are after in the end are matrix elements of various current operators, d. Using Eq. (4) and assuming V is unitary we may write < Hadron ' I @I Hadron > = < (simple current quark state)' IV-' @V I (simple current quark state)> . (5) This has two important advantages. First, we may study the properties of V-1@V in isolation, and then apply what we learn to the matrix elements of B between any two hadron states. Second, even though V itself is very complicated and contains (by definition) all information on the current quark composition of each hadron, it is possible that the object VW1@V for some operators D may be relatively simple in its algebraic transformation properties.
This last possibility is of course exactly what we shall assume on the basis of calculations done in the free quark model. and othersl3, 14, 15 In that model, Melosh12 ha ve been able to formulate and explicitly calculate the transformation V. While one would not take the details of the transformation found there as correctly reflecting the real world, one might try to abstract the algebraic properties of some transformed operators V-%DV, from such a calculation.
In cases of interest, this turns out to be equivalent to assuming that the transformed operators V-$7V have the algebraic properties of the most general combination of single quark operators consistent with SU(3) and Lorentz invariance.
Thus, while Eq. (3) shows that Qt itself behaves under the SU(6bof currents as simply a direct calculation in the free P behaves as a sum of 'two terms: uark model shows that algebraically V-lQ?V 6 + Aa ( )[
-4-where the products of Dirac and SU(3) matrices are understood to be taken between quark spinors (and integrated over all space). Here v is a vector in configuration space, so that vx * ivy raises (lowers) the z c 8 mponent of angular momentum (L,) by one unit. The particular combination of Dirac ma&ices and vector indices in the two terms in Eq, (6) is dictated by the demands that the total charge, Q:, and for J, = 0 and the parity be odd for the axial-vector V-lQ$V .
For the vector charge, QQ! , we must have
since we want these charges to be the generators of SU (3), both before and after t B e transformation. sity, '
However, the first moment of the charge den-
is not a generator and is transformed non-trivially by V. One finds in the free quark model that in algebraic properties V-lDyV behaves as a sum of four terms under the SU(6)Wof currents:18
where again the Dirac and SU(3) matrices are understood to be taken between quark spinors. We abstract the algebraic properties of V-lQ$V and V-lDgV given in Eqs. (6) and (9) from the free quark model and assume them to hold in the real world. We are then able to treat matrix elements of QF and D"+ between hadron states as follows:
(1) We identify the hadrons withor qc states of the constituent quark model where the total quark spin S is coupled to the internal angular momentum L to form the total J of the hadron. The states so constructed fall into SU(6)wX O(3) multiplets.
Meson states formed in this simple manner are enumerated in Table I , where candidates are given for the isospin 1 and 0 llslotsll for each Jpc value from among the observed mesons.7 The sad state of meson spectroscopy is reflected in the lack of established states even at the L = 1 level. The situation for baryons is of course much better ,7 there being one or more established candidate for every Jp value in the SU(6)w X O(3) multiplets 56 L = 0, 70 L = 1, and 56 L = 2.
----5 - 
!!+1 1 0 ++ 6,E?,S*?,?? (2) Since very few weak axial-vector transitions are measured, given a matrix element of Qol, f we use PCAC to relate it to a measured pion transition amplitude.
App ication of the golden rule then yields: The width for H1 -yH is given by17 r(H' -YH) = 7 g--jq I<H', AID:+ (1/J3) DTIH , A -1 > 12. h (11) (3) Given a matrix element of Q: or D"+ between hadron states which is related to measurements by either Eq. (10) or (ll), we transform using V from simple constituent to simple current quark states. The particular matrix element is thus rewritten in terms of V-lQ5V or V-lD+V , and simple current quark states. We know the algebraic properties of all these quantities under the SU(6)w of currents via abstraction of Eqs. (6) and (9) from the free quark model and our identification of hadrons with quark model states. We may then apply the Wigner-Eckart theorem to each term to express it as a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient19 (of SU(6)w) times a reduced -6-matrix element. Since the same reduced-matrix element occurs in many different transitions, relations among the corresponding transition amplitudes follow.
CONSEQUENCES OF THE THEORY
The experimental consequences of the theory outlined in the last section have been considered by a number of authors. l2 9 20-2g These consequences fall into the foliowing three categories :
(1) Selection Rules For transitions by pion or photon emission from states (either mesons or baryens) with internal angular momentum L' to those with L, one finds22 Y 23
where .& and j, are the total angular momentum carried off by the pion and photon in the overall transition. For example, I!, can be 0 or 2 (a, = 1 is forbidden by parity), but not 4 for a pion decay from L' = 1 to L = 0. Thus the decay of the D15(1670), the Jp = 5/2-N* resonance with L' = 1, into 7rA is forbidden in g-wave (Q, = 4), although otherwise allowed by kinematical considerations.
Similarly,only j, = 1 is allowed for L' = 0 to L = 0 photon transitions, although j, = 2 (and even j Y =3 for a' -yA) is generally permitted by kinematics. Thm particular ru e is well-known for A model result30 -yN, where it is just the successful quark that the transition is purely magnetic dipole 'in character, i.e. the possible electric quadrupole amplitude is forbidden.
The inequalities in Eqs. (12) might be regarded as the generalization of these particular results to all L and L' in the present theoretical context.
Note that for IL -L' I > 3 the lower limit of the inequalities becomes operative in a non-trivial way, forbidding low values of a, or j, which would otherwise have been favored kinematically.
Unfortunately, the relevant hadron states which would provide an interesting test of this have not yet been found .
Selection rules of a different sort govern the number of independent reduced matrix elements.
For pion transitions from a hadron multiplet with internal angular momentum L' down to the ground state hadrons with L = 0, there are at most two independent reduced matrix elements, corresponding to the two terms in Eq. (6). For real photon transitions between the same two multiplets there are at most four independent reduced matrix elements, corresponding to Eq. (9).
In general structure, the theory described above includes various concrete quark model calculations, both non-relativistic31 and relativistic. 32 In fact, a one-to-one correspondence exists between the quantities calculated in such models and the reduced matrix elements in the present theory. However, such models are usually much more specific, with parameters like the strength of the "potential", quark masses, etc. fixed. Since the quantities corresponding to reduced matrix elements are expressed explicitly in terms of such parameters, they are computable numerically and the scale of the reduced matrix elements is determined.
-7-Also included in the general structure of the theory are the results following from assuming strong interaction SU(6)w conservation.6
For pion transitions, this corresponds in the present theory to retaining only the first term in VslQ%V. Since this hypothesis fails experimentally, various ad hoc schemes for breaking SU(6)w have been proposed. 33 Such schemes stm m within the general structure of amplitudes presented above34 and they are similar in lute scale. 5 iving relations between amplitudes while not setting their abso-5 However, as we shall see below, they are generally more restrictive in that they tie together pion and rho decay amplitudes.
(2) Decay Widths The simplest such set of relations are those for pion transitions from L' = 0 to L = 0 mesons. Here there is only one reduced matrix element (the second term in Eq. (6) has AL, = f 1 and so can not contribute when L' = L = 0), so that the amplitudes for p --nn,K*(890) -nK, and w -rp are all proportional.
The ratio of the amplitudes for the first two processes may be obtained from I'(p -nn)/r(K* -7rK), while the amplitude for the latter is obtainable from w -37~ and rho dominance. Within errors, the ratio of the three amplitudes is that predicted by the theory. 36
For pion transitions from mesons with internal angular momentum Lf =l to those with L = 0, both terms in Eq. (6) are possible and there are consequently two independent reduced matrix elements which describe all such decays. Rather than performing a fit to all the data, we choose two measured widths as input and thereby determine all the other decay rates. For this pur tables, d? se we take I'(A2 -7rrp) = 71.5 MeV, from the latest particle data and I'h*(B -nw) = 0. This latter condition, the vanishing of the helicity zero experiments3 f ongitudinal) decay of B -'ITW , is suggested by high statistics which find the transverse decay to be strongly dominant. While probably not exactly zero, we take this as a very reasonable first approximation to the data. Exact vanishing of r only the second term in V-lQtV, with the alge hb +(B -ru) corresponds to raic properties of (ho/2) ;Ez +ifrg)gk,'," ) -<pflx -ip q>tvx + iv % This well illustrates t rl ) 1 s havfng a non-zero ya non-trivial transformation V; for if V e experimental necessity of = 1, only the term behaving as (ho/2)az would be present and the predicted helicity structure for B -~TW would be completely opposite that observed.
The results3g can be seen in Table II . I'(K*(1420) -
The correct values for I' (AZ-no)/ nK*) and I'(f -nn)/I'(K*(1420) -7rK) may be regarded as testing the SU(3) component of the theory, while, for example, the value of r 642 -7rnp)or rp.c*(1420) -TK*) relative to I'(f -rr), r(K*(1420) -nK) or rtA2 -in ) tests the full theory, including the phase space factors in Eq. (lo), since one is relating d-wave pion decays into pseudoscalar vs. vector mesons. As for the other decays in the Table, we note that: (a) other strong interaction decay modes of the B meson very likely exist, as we discuss later, although 7rw is certainly dominant; (b) the ffrealff Al resonance still remains to be found for comparison with the theory; (c) the now established I = 1 scalar meson, 6, only has nq as a possible strong decay channel, so the total width should almost coincide with that into ~7; (d) we have chosen 1300 MeV, the mass where the s-wave 7rK phase shift37 goes through 90') as the mass of the strange, Jp = O+ meson40 The overall agreement found in Table II between theory and experiment is quite good, with the exception of r(A2 -TX'). While mixing of the pseudoscalar mesons is such as to alleviate this discrepancy, reasonable mixing angles do not change the width appreciably from the value in Table II. -8- A more likely source of trouble lies in the theoretical assignment of the X" to be dominantly that SU(3) singlet pseudoscalar meson associated with the octet containing the pion and eta. In any case, an actual measurement of the A2 -7rX" decay width, rather than an upper limit, would be an interesting quantity to determine experimentally. For L' = 2 mesons decaying by pion emission to the L = 0 states, there are again two independent reduced matrix elements. About the only decay width determined with any certainty is g -~7r. The meagre information available on other decays is consistent with the theory within the large experimental errors. 2 3
For photon decays of mesons the data are even more sparse, although there are plenty of theoretical predictions. 28 In fact, only a few decays among Lf = 0 mesons are actually measured, where there is just one possible reduced matrix element. Fixing this from I'(w -L y n), the predictions41 are collected in Table III . What widths have been measured are consistent with the predictions of the theory, although at the limits of the error bars in several cases.
There are a large number of pion and photon transitions among baryons which are redicted by the theory. They are compared with experiment else-.where. 22,$3,28 Overall there is-fair agreement between theory and experiment, with a number of predicted pion widths "right on the nose", but others off by factors of 2 to 3. In many of these cases there are large experimental uncertainties, as well as the theoretical uncertainty inherent in using the narrow resonance approximation to compute decays of one broad resonance into another.
-Y- (3) Relative Signs In the process nN -r\T* -7rA, the couplings to both TN and nA of all the P's with a given value of L are related by (SU(6)w) Clebsch-Cordan coefficients to the same reduced matrix element(s). The signs of the amplitudes for passing through the various N*'s in TN -. TA are then computable group theoretically.
The correctness of these sign predictions is crucial, for while, for example, one may be willing to envisage a small amount of mixing of the constituent quark states, and corresponding corrections of say, 20%, to amplitudes (and 40% to widths), this will not change their signs. A wrong sign prediction could well spell the end of the theory! This in fact seemed to be the case last year44 when a comparison of the theoretical predictions22 245 was made with the amplitude signs observed in an earlier phase shift solution of nN Since then a newer solution47 943 -TA by the LBL-SLAC collaboration. 46 with much better X 2 has been found -in fact, the new solution is the only one left once additional data in the previous energy "gap" between 1540 and 1650 MeV is used as a constraint. 4g
The present situation with regard to am Etude signs for intermediate N*'s with L = 1 in nN -N* -7rA is shown & in Table IV . Aside from an overall phase (chosen so as to give agreement with the sign of the DDI5(1670) amplitude), there isone other free quantity. This is the relative size of the reduced matrix elements of the two terms in V-lQ%V or, what turns out to be equivalent, the sign of an s-wave relative to a d-wave transition amplitude. In Table IV we have fixed this by using the sign of the SD,,(1640) amplitude. All other signs for N*ls in the '70 L = 1 multiplet are then predicted theoretically.
The seven other signs dzrmined experimentally agree with these predictions . The sign of the s-wave relative to d-wave amplitude is such as to show that the reduced matrix element of the second term in V-lQ$, -10 - DS13 (1520) DD13 (1520) SD11 (1550) + ?
SDQl (1640) + (input) + DS33 (1690) DD33 (1690) DD15 (1670) 
DD13 ( Table IV .
FP15 (1688) FF15 (1688) PP13 (1860) PF13 (1860) FF3+950)
FP35 (1880) FF35 (1880) pp33 ( For N*'s with L=2, many of the amplitudes have not been seen experimentally.
As the overall phase is already fixed, there is just one parameter free. Again this is the relative size of the two possible reduced matrix elements, only now it corresponds to the sign of a p-wave relative to an f-wave pion decay amplitude. We use the FP15(1688) am{&itude in Table V to fix this sign -it corresponds to the reduced matrix element of the first term in V-lQ%V, behaving algebraically as (ho/Z)g , being dominant. All other si&s (3) which are measured in Table V agree with the theory.
Another reaction where relative signs are predicted is yN--+N*-TN. This involves the theory at both the' yN N* and nN N* vertices.
Although the situation is more complicated, there are also more amplitudes determined experimentally.
An analysis26y 28 of the situation shows that not only are there 15 or so signs correctly predicted, but the information on the nNN* vertex so obtained agrees with that from TN-N* --nA as to which term in V-lQ%V has the dominant reduced matrix element.
With our confidence in the theory for giving correct amplitude signs thus established, we may use the theory as a tool to classify new resonances.
For example, a P33(1700) state is seen 48 in nN -N* .-nA and other reactions. 37 Does it belong to a state of three constituent quarks with L = 0 or with L = 2 ? Both such "slotst are open in the constituent quark model, the former being the partner of the Roper resonance, P11(1470), and the latter a relative of the third resonance, F15(l688).
Fortunately the -11 -amplitude sign in nN -N* site.
-TA corresponding to these two choices is oppoExperiment then allows a determination of the correct assignment: the P33(1700) belongs with the P1,(1470) and has L = 0, as shown in Table  VI . We have thus established both non-strange members of a new (although longsuspected) quark model multiplet.
Table VI Signs of resonant amplitudes50 in TN -N* -nh for N*'s in a radially excited 56 L = 0 multiplet of SU(6)w X.0(3). Amplitudes are labeled as in Table IV .
Finally note the inelastic reaction TN -N* -pN. If strong interaction SU(6)w conservation is assumed, the pNN* and nNN* (or nAN*) vertices are related since' the ?r and p are in the same strong interaction or constituent SU(6 >w multiple t. The same result holds in broken SU(6 schemes. 33 As %s far as the transformation from current to constituent quar is concerned, there is no such relation, for only by using PCAC and vector dominance, respectively, are pion and rho vertices obtainable from axial-vector and vector current amplitudes -amplitudes which are themselves totally unrelated. An examination of the Argand diagrams from the LBL-SLAC analysis48 shows that the 7r and p couple differently to the N*'s with L = 1. This particularly spells trouble for the so-called 'Y-broken SU(6)w" scheme, 33 as emphasized by Faiman51 recently.
SOME APPLICATIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS
Let us then consider some further problems in meson spectroscopy which can be treated using the theory of pion and photon transitions we have been discussina:
(1) Is the ';I (1600) a qc state with L = 0 or L = 2 ? In the first case we would have a radial excitation (of the 01. while in the second we would be filling out the L = 2 multiplet (see'Table 'I): Just as we were able to classify the Fm3~1700) using amplitude signs, a similar application of the theory peran unambiguous classification here also. In particular, it turns out that the relative signs of the amplitudes for or -p' -TTW and 7r7r -g -+ rw (or mr -p' -m* and; OTT --F g -EK*) are the same (opposite) for L = 0 (L = 2). Amplitude analysis of this kind should be possible given the new generation of spectrometers discussed by Leith52 at this conference.
(2) Can we have a pf state which decays to ~TW and not M? This possibility, which is sometimes invoked53 for a p' (1250) state, is difficult to understand in the theory of pion transitions discussed above. The ClebschCordan coefficients yield a factor of 2 (l/2) for l?( if H is an ideally mixed combination of singlet and octet.
54 Here "r denotes the reduced width, with phase space taken out. As the H is presumably heavier than the B, one should be looking for a broad object -at least 100 MeV wide, and more likely 200 to 300 MeV wide! No wonder it's been hard to find.
On the other hand, the isoscalar partner of the Al, the D, has no decay by pion or kaon emission into the ground state L = 0 mesons. It can only decay to other L = 1 mesons by pion emission, and should be relatively narrow, as indeed is seen experimentally37 for the state at 1285 MeV.
(4) Pion decays among L = 1 mesons. The decay37 D -~6 seems to be the dominant decay of the D(1285), and the recently discovered A2 -7rrw mode55 may well proceed (virtually) via A2 -. 7rB -7mw. The existence of these pionic transitions among L = 1 mesons suggests that decays like B -~6 -nnn , B -'1rA1 -mp, and D -7rA1 -nnp should also occur. While there is insufficient data on other decays to make a definite prediction for the latter three, one expects widths of roughly 10 to 20 MeV. Until these possible modes are investigated one should use caution in assigning the B decay width entirely to W.
A similar situation holds for pion transitions from L = 2 to L = 1. The decay ~(1675) -nB -~7ro seems to have been recently detected, 56 where the w (1675) is presumed to be the isoscalar companion of the g(Jpc= 3--). Decays like Fl(JPC = 2-') --n6, g -?rH, etc. should occur with comparable rates.
(5) Bounds on widths. One would like to go beyond symmetry relations and obtain information on the absolute magnitude of some amplitudes. One method of attack is to use the last of the commutation relations in Eq. (2) 
and PCAC then implies a bound on I'(H' -nH). Unfortunately this is not very useful in practice, for it only tells us that I'(D -ns) < 310 MeVabout a factor of 10 too large; I(B -n6) < -135 MeV -roughly the total width and probably also a factor 10 too big; 2nd I'(p -11-n) < 300 MeVwhich is closer to the true width but still not very useful. Equation (16) only assures us that things can't be really wild.
(6) Masses. Information on masses can be obtained57s 58 by using the commutator where the right hand side is zero under the assumption that there is no I = 2 sigma-term.
It is clear that masses now enter, since the time derivative is proportional to the commutator with the Hamiltonian.
One then probes the structure at a deeper level than when one just uses commutators of charges.
If the transformation V was simply the identity, then it is possible to show that the solution to Eq. (17) is M2 = JJJ,&) + (18) i.e. , states with internal angular momentum L are only split in mass by a spin-orbit term of arbitrary magnitude. 58 When V # II, the situation becomes very complicated.
It is clear that Vm1M2V can not be like a singp qupk operator in algebraic properties, for this would result in % = Mp , MN -MA, as Eq. (18) would also have given. Thus we can not abstract some quantities from the free quark model -we do not want its mass spectrum, in particular. 6o While Eq. (17) has been used to derive interesting results for masses in terms of the complicated mixing of representations of current algebra realized by real hadrons , 57 9 58 it has so far proven difficult to extract much useful information directly from it61 using the transformation V. This is an important area of further research.
CONCLUSION
The theory of pion and photon transitions which we have outlined has had great success in predicting the signs of amplitudes -more than 25 relative signs are correctly predicted in the reactions TN-N* -7rA and yN--*-TN. There is also at least fair success in predicting the relative magnitude of decay amplitudes, particularly for mesons. This success lends support both to the theory of current-inducedtransitions we have presented and to the assignment of hadron states to constituent quark model multiplets.
In particular, the amplitude signs found to be in agreement with experiment mean that, at least in a rough sense, the relationship between the wave functions of different hadrons is that of the quark -14 -model. At q2 = 0 one sees evidence for a quark picture of hadrons which is just as compelling as that obtained in a very different way as q2 -io in deep inelastic scattering.
Aside from pushing further on questions like masses, the extension29 to qz' # 0 current induced transitions, the relationship62 of V and PCAC ,etc. , what is most needed is a deeper understanding of why we can get away with such simple assumptions -why can we abstract anything relevant about transformed current operators from the free quark model? Even given that, why can we recognize so clearly the hadrons corresponding to the constituent quark model states? Why aren't the multiplets more badly split in mass and mixed? Most of all, to answer these and other questions we need at least part of the dynamics, at which point we might be able to calculate magnitudes of the matrix elements as well.
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